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stance for this nation that there are a set of wealthy farmers
who have it in their power to retain a part of their growth in
those natural and best of granaries, their ricks "l; though
Marshall pointed out that " were the whole in the hands of
men of large capitals a greater scarcity might be experienced
in autumn and the early part of winter " 2.
Methods of The farmers disposed of their corn in several ways. They
sold it on the farm, when it was in the barn or while it was
still standing in the field ; or they carried it to market; or
they took a sample to market. Public opinion sanctioned
only the second of these methods. The practice of selling
corn outside a market was condemned as an evasion of the
laws against middlemen3; and doubts were also cast upon
the legality of sale by sample, though it economized the cost
of transport and was practised, as we have seen, among the
Yorkshire clothiers4. "The farmer that has perhaps
twenty load of wheat in his barn rubs out only a few handfuls
of it with his hand, and puts it into a little money bag, and
with this sample, as 'tis called, in his pocket away he goes
to market. When he comes there, he stands with his little
bag in his hand at the particular place where such business
is done, and there the factors or buyers come also. The
factor looks on the sample, asks his price, bids, and then
buys—and that not a sack or a load but the whole quantity;
and away they go together to the next inn to adjust the
bargain. . . . And 'tis odds but the factor deals with
him ever after by coming to his house, and so the farmer
troubles the market no more. . . . Though on a market
day there are very few waggons with corn to be seen in the
market, yet the street or market-place, nay, the towns and
inns, are thronged with farmers and samples on one hand,
and with mealmen, London bakers, millers, and corn-
factors and other buyers on the other ; the rest of the week
you see the waggons and carts continually coming all night
and all day, laden with com of all sorts to be delivered on
board the hoys [barges], where the hoymen stand ready to
1 Annals of Agriculture, xxvii. 21.   Cf. ibid. iii. 341.
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4 Supra, p. 88.

